
Activities and Games for Spring Camporee 2020

ABILITY AWARENESS

Blind Tent Pitch 
Patrol will put up a tent while being visual impaired. The tent must be properly be set up. The 

patrol with the fastest time wins.

Knot This
While having arm/hand impairments or use of artificial limb device, Patrol will have to 

demonstrate 3 correct knots tying that is randomly picked at station. Best time and technique wins.

Say What
 To simulate an articulation disorder. A patrol member will fill their mouth with marshmallows 
until their tongue is immobilized. They will read to their patrol from passage given. They have to repeat 
enough until their patrol understands them. 

Walk this way Relay
To simulate someone with neurological deficits, Patrol members will have to walk while keeping 

a bean bag squeezed between knees and one on right elbow and hip. Scout will have to walk a marked 
distance and tag the next scout to start till whole patrol completed it. If bean bags are dropped then the 
scout has to start over. 

What Sign
A patrol member will have to communicate to their scout’s different sentences, words, questions 

that are related to scouts, camping, outdoors, safety… only using American Sign Language to 
communicate. Examples will be included in the Leader Guide

Blind Maze
While blindfolded, the patrol will have to use their other senses to help them through a roped off 

maze, guide sticks are allowed. 

Accessibility on Wheels
Each scout will be educated on proper wheelchair use and safety. They will have to propel their 

way inside and throughout the building while performing varied self-care tasks in a timed race.

Bocce 
The patrols will play Bocce games against each other while using their nondominant hand.

Read It
The patrols will be presented a passage that is written how someone with dyslexia sees the 

printed words. They are to decipher and answer the question. 



Crutch Course
While using crutches, patrol will have to walk through various obstacles safely.

 Participating in adaptive sports is a requirement for MB

Accessibility Checklist
The patrols will be given a checklist to evaluate the facilities and grounds at Clinton Farms on the
accessibility for guests needing them. They will also use this inspection for their campsite being 
accessible for various impairments. 

 This is a requirement for the MB

Speak with an Eagle scout with a physical disability and discuss how certain activities needing to be
modified for them and how they were able to earn eagle.

Speak with a scout with visual impairments and how they are able to do scouting and with what 
modifications

 This is a requirement for MB
 
Hands on experience for variety of assistive technology, devices, tools, adaptive equipment used to 
help someone with a disability function and be successful at school, home and community.

 This is a requirement for MB

Down the Hatchet
A non-disability activity- the Patrols will learn proper handling and throwing techniques for 

hatchets. They will throw at wooden targets and will be scored. 
This event sponsored by the OA.

*Camporee wide games

- Ultimate Frisbee
- 4-way Tug of War
- Sit down volleyball – Paralympic sport
- try your skills in riding hand cycles – Paralympic sport


